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Tweed River Travellers

(1998)

It is Spring and the usual restlessness is coming over us. Whether this is a result of
sensing the increasing daylength, rising temperatures, or reacting in some other way to
the season, I don't know, but the signs are unmistakable - compulsive oiling of the
paddles; river guides in the bathroom; bringing out last year's photos - the time is near
for our next adventure; the annual Boys Trip. We try to choose a river that is not just
water, for it is the whole paddle-wade-line-carry thing that appeals. We like to think of
ourselves not as canoeists, but rather as river travellers.
Last year we picked the Tweed. It looked interesting on the map; its dual
nationality promised history, and its location meant that the water should certainly be
clean. It is listed as giving up to 63 miles of paddling if the water level permits a start at
Innerleithin Bridge, but
we decided to travel
from Galashiels down
to Berwick on the coast,
giving a run of around
50 miles.
We pulled out into
the current, in our two
wood-canvas
Peterboroughs, by the
concrete pillar of a
flyover near Galashiels.
This white monolith
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rising from the green banks of the river added a surreal touch to the start of the trip.
Looking back upstream, that receding pillar seemed symbolic of our regression into
Riverworld. Only when it finally disappeared from view did we feel that the trip had
really begun.
The Tweed is famous for its weirs, or caulds, and the first one was not long in
coming. We climbed out of the canoes and grabbed the lines. This first jump into the
river on a trip always feels like a rite of passage; you have been on the river, but not,
until this point, part of it. The pebble banks below the weirs are like miniature deserts
with their own type of sparse, succulent, other-worldly vegetation. A sort of land that
time forgot. The white pebbles reflect the sun, locally heating up the air and enhancing
the desert-like feel. The sharp light also caused the cedar of the canoes to positively
glow. A nice place for a rest.

Lunchtime, and the beer and crisps come out. We lie back, full stretch, and the
sky gently cartwheels as the canoes slowly revolve in the flow. Surfacing from the
reverie, we discover that we have been in a large eddy and have made considerable
progress back up towards Galashiels.
The first overnight camp was on a fisherman's ledge. A couple of large Douglas
firs made it feel decidedly Canadian, and we had a magnificent view of the river and of
the three peaks away to the west. We reclined as the pizza fried, and watched a fly
fisherman patiently casting until he melted away into the dusk.
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Scott's view was the highlight of the next day. Here the scenery closes in and the
river descends a narrow, tree-filled valley. Bumping down the numerous small rapids
was pure joy, despite the gentle rain. A little later on are the falls at Makerston House,
which are serious rapids. Here the Tweed splits up into a number of narrow channels
that give little room for manoeuvre, so we took to the lines again and found a complex
way through the drops and managed to avoid unloading the canoes. Near the end, the
water looked runnable so we tried the Le Mans start into the main flow and bounced
down the final section, meeting up again in the eddy at the bottom.
The Tweed is a fisherman's river. Everywhere are the signs of development platforms, terraces, huts, and the ubiquitous green Land Rovers. Rather that a
problem, we found the anglers friendly; they responded well to courtesy, and some gave
us useful information about the various rapids. Also notable was the increasing
incidence of giant hogweed. In one place we saw a wooden fisherman's hut dwarfed by
these supernatural monsters, and the scene looked like something out of a weird
Scandinavian folk-tale. A place to spend the night? No way.
The view of Kelso church in the distance signaled the end of the second days
paddling. A park on the left bank makes a good place to stop.

The next stretch was down to Coldstream. Shortly after starting, we came to a
wonderful complex of weirs, channels and islands (which we dubbed Trois Isles because
we were in Voyageur mood). Passing Trois Isles involved lining, wading and jockeying-
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real river travel - all secluded by trees and out of sight of civilisation. From here on the
caulds have run into each other in my memory. At one the innocent river above was
forced though a minute gap creating a malignant tow back that we stayed well away
from; in contrast, the cauld just before Coldstream was fun, a safe topple and run. The
riverside campsite at Coldstream was perfect; cheap and with a little rapid to play on.
Unfortunately I believe that the site has since closed.
Just beyond Coldstream, the river swings right to the border bridge. Here things
suddenly become more interesting as the river awakes when it is forced sharp right after
the bridge pillars and immediately sharp left again through a narrow opening in the
cauld. The current starts to tug at the canoe and you are committed, but it is quite easy
to pivot one way and then the other, and then you are through. A beautiful few moves.
After this the river gradually flattens out. We became aware of submerged
vegetation, which was puzzling for a moment, then we realised that we had come to the
tidal section. A following wind had been increasing all morning and after lunch we
rigged anorak-on-paddle sails and skimmed the last few miles to Berwick.
We pulled out on the
right by the final railway
bridge, which makes a
convenient place to finish.
One more surprise was in
store - I found a fiver
caught amongst some
rocks and this nicely paid
for the bus back to
retrieve the van.
The Tweed makes an
interesting trip. There are
many easy access points,
and although official
campsites are now sparse, discrete camping is possible throughout. Care would be
required with young children around some of the weirs, especially if the river was full.
Because of the fishing interest, the river is probably best canoed in twos or threes,
rather than as a club outing.
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